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Once upon a time a grassroots move-
ment set out to restore the Church of
Back When. Before long, some pro-
tested that this was an unworthy goal,
because it was too fascinated by the
past. Instead, they said, we should all
be very relevant and with-it; we should
be the Church of What's Happening
Now.
Now and then a third alternative
was raised: maybe we should also look
to the future, paying attention to escha-
tology, the doctrine of the last times.
It's that perspective which John
McCook presents in this month's lead
article on interpreting the book of
Revelation.
Some Restorationists are mistaking
the current interest in prophecy as a
re-run of old-style "pre-millennialism,"
which sometimes assumed that since
the Jews rejected Jesus, he set up the
church as an afterthought, instead of
the millennial kingdom, as he'd planned.
One of our schools of preaching con-
ducted an entire lectureship against
these views.
But that is hardly McCook's view.
His interest in re-reading Revelation
stems from a mind-set that is remark-
ably similar to the psychology of the
book itself. The mood is one of deep
distrust of the machinations of a world
gone power hungry and materialisti-
cally mad. Revelation-and much cur-
rent interest in eschatology-is born of
a deep disillusionment with the world
and the effectiveness of anti-Christian
world orders.
Of course, that mood has character-
ized many sectarian movements. It
often needs correction by the equally
biblical claim that the world finally be-
longs to God, not Satan, and that Chris-
tians cannot flee their responsibility to
claim it for their King. But a move-
ment like ours, which dreams of the
past while rapidly becoming allied with
the material allurements of the present,
surely needs a McCook-type article
now and then.
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haise be to the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ! In his great mercy he has giuen
us new birth into a liuing hope through the
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,
and into an inheritance that can neuer perish,
spoíl or fade-kept in heauen for you. Through
faith you are shielded by God's power until
the coming of the saluation that is ready to be
reueqled in the last time. (1 Pet. 1:3-5, New
International Version. )
Every now and then I sit in a class or read an
article or a book in which someone says, by way of
introducing the book of Revelation, "This book is
written in the tradition of Old Testament apoca-
lyptic literature." After I had sat in so many of
these classes I began to wonder why the word "tra-
dition" was always used. It didn't seem to make
any difference whether the source was conserva-
tive, liberal, far-out, or inside out; they all began
with that line about tradition and apocalyptic liter-
ature.
I finalty decided that this told me something
about the relatively low concept my teachers had
about how the Spirit inspired John to write the
book of Revelation. For there is nothing "tradi-
tional" about any of this literature. It is all totally
original! Those who use language like this have not
put down their commentaries long enough to read
the text. If they had, they would recognize the
John McCooh ís ø stone møson and freelance Chrístian in
Edmund, Ohlahoma. His education includes traíning at the
Bear Valley School of Preaching in Denuer.
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Onthe
Roadto
Revelation
(PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ALONG THE WAY)
By JOHN McCOOK
stark accounts of visions that enter right into real-
ity for what they are.
The concept most of us seem to have had about
Spirit-inspired writing runs something like this: "In
the beginning was the Word. And the Word (not
the world!) was formless and void. . ." In regard
to the Revelation, it appears that the book has been
relegated to the status of a diary of sporadic dreams,
or merely John's personal expansions on the book
of Daniel and other apocalyptic scriptures.
THE VIEW FROM HERE
But in my view the Revelation is not formless or
void. To me, it offers assurance that the world's
current cries and crises will have their resolution
only in a concrete, this-worldly victory accom-
plished by the return of Jesus Christ. The story of
how I began to investigate Revelation with this in
mind is simple.
"Raised in the church," I am a member of the
generation of high school students who were "ahead
of our time" in that we had decided that Richard
Nixon was a crook before anyone even knew that
Watergate was a hotel. Our parents voted for him,
anyway. But voting records aside, those were the
days when it became self-evident to us that "the
system" was inherently corrupt. It was not until
George McGovern began to renege in all of his posi-
tions that I began to suspect that "the system" was
more than just the established way of doing things.
It had to do with the very nature of the conflict be-
tween good and evil. It was at this point that I con-
cluded finally that the Bible was the word of God.
There rl¡as no other rvord! \Vhether I understood
everything about it or not, it was the word.
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In 1973, Hal Lindsey's book, The Late Great
Planet Earth, fell into my hands. I read it through
and was impressed with his (and C. C. Carlson's)
ability to write, but for some reason I couldn't be
convinced that he was totally correct in his views.
On the other hand, I knew that my brethren in the
Church of Christ didn't totally understand Revela-
tion, either. They would even tell me so. I decided
that it would take all kinds of erudite scholarship
to ever get it straightened out, and that it wasn't
essential to salvation anyway. So I put the matter
aside for the time being.
As Hal Lindsey-type views gained greater and
greater acceptance, there was a resurgence of teach-
ing in the Churches of Christ against the "evils" of
premillenialism. A recent lectureship in the Fort
\üorth/Dallas area consisted entirely of polemics
against that view. According to "our" argumento
there is so much symbolism in Revelation that it is
impossible to take any of it literally. This view re-
duces the book to something like an epic fantasy
depicting the ultimate triumph of good over evil in
the face of overwhelming odds. Such teachers can
feasibly claim the inspiration of. Revelation about
as well as they can the inspiration of Sfar Wars. So
now we have believers divided into roughly two
camps, "literals" and "symbolics"-there you have
it folks, the classic division.
But no one is reading the Bible! Few are trying
to grasp what is happening these days in the light
of what Revelation predicts as the consummation
of history. Why is it that we always dote on what
our favorite ,teachers say until God practically grabs
our shoulders and turns us around and sticks his
book in our hands? (I know we're all human, but
that's a lousy excuse.) The disillusionment we have
all experienced in the systems of the world should
point us to this book as a revelation of the system
God has in mind.
READING REVELATION
Sometimes we hear that we should read this
book as though it was intended to be an elaborately
coded message (for protection from the Romans)
to the seven churches of Asia. In this view, it was
primarily a secret document to give them strength
and encouragement in the face of persecution. This
advice ignores the fact that the name of Jesus
Christ is written all over the book from beginning
to end. If secrecy was the main object of the book's
style, surely Jesus' name would not have been ad-
vertised so. No, the initial statement in the book
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even suggests a universal address: "The revelation
of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show his
servants what must soon take place."
Another thing wrong ïvith the idea of Revela-
tion as a coded message only to the seven churches
of Asia is that it igrrores the fact that all seven
churches \Mere specifically and individually ad-
dressed in the first three chapters: their need for
encouragement, as well as for rebuke and exhorta-
tion, seems to be met there. Then in chapter 4
John says, "After this. the voice I had first
heard speaking to me like a trumpet said,'Come up
here, and I will show you what must take place
after these thíngs.' " If the sequence in the book
has any meaning at all, then we are to understand
that the greater part of it is concerned with a period
later than that of the seven churches, and with an
audience which would not know any secret code,
save the "slang" of the Holy Spirit.
I think that the Revelation is what it appears to
be: a book of prophecy conceming events leading
up to the "end of time." The clause "what must
soon take place" in the initial sentence reminds us
of other places in the New Testament that mention
the neamess of our Lord's retum-for instance Paul
in Romans 13:11-"Our salvation is nearer now
than when we first believed." And there is Revela-
tion 22:20-"He who testifies to these things says,
'Yes, I am coming soon.' "
Neither is Revelation an extended parable about
cycles of history which repeat themselves until God
gets tired of watching replays. It is an account, as
we said, of the consummation of history. That
which is called "what must soon take place" is the
major subject matter of the book; it is the "great
tribulation." It is interesting to note that Jesus is
the only person in the New Testament who uses
this term, except for the elder in Revelation 7:14.
A suggestion that the great tribulation is what the
book is about is left by Jesus in his words to the
church at Philadelphia: "Since you have kept my
command to endure patiently, I will also keep you
from the hour of trial that is going to come upon
the whole world to test those who live on the
earth" (3:10). This is further attested to by the
comment made to John by the elder ín 7:L4.
Arguments to the effect that this approach to
Revelation is made difficult by the fact that the
world has seen many Antichrist-figures in the Ro-
man emperors, Hitler, etc., are rendered irrelevant
first of all by the fact that the Lord has not yet re-
tumed. And second, the book testifies to some
Accordiltg to üur art¡utrtenl. tirurt: is sr: ¡¡tuch syrrrbulisnr
i¡r the bouk c¡f Revelation tiiiil ii il' ii'i¡li.l.rsilll¡ [r¡ iiliti.ii'ï of it litcraily.
Tltis rneans th¡ii ii is a[¡r¡tri as irrs¡iiruli ¿t 'l:iii¡¡ ìlti¡l ,.""
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rather singular occulrences which will precede or
accompany the advent of the Antichrist. I'm not
speaking here of the increase of wickedness in the
world, accompanied by earthquakes and famines
and wars, as foretold by Jesus in Matthew 24. By
the time you get to the book of Revelation, those
things are more or less taken for granted; Jesus
says, "All these are the beginnirzg of birth pains"(Matt. 24:8).I'm speaking about some divinely ar-
ranged miraculous plagues, Egypt-style.
\fhether the locusts will actually have faces re-
sembling human faces, hair like women's hair and
teeth like lions' teeth, I don't know (although that
is not really inconceivable even in a naturalistic
sense). But that they will have the po\ryer to tor-
ment people for five months, and that "During
those days men will seek death, but will not find it;
they will long to die, but death will elude them"(9:5-6) are all I need to know about it. John's de-
scriptions of the initial plagues are rather bizane,
but he says very plainly what their effect will be.
It rrill be sufficiently dramatic to convince believers
that prophecy is being fulfilled, especially when
they see that they are not being touched by these
plagues. But the unbelieving will remain unrepent-
ant, the book says.
It appears that God will have two special spokes.
men to the world at large in these days: "And I will
give power to my two witnesses, and they will pro-
phesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackctoth" (11:3).
John says:
If anyone tries to harm them, fire comes from
their mouths and devours their enemies. This is
after the three and a half days a breath of life
from God entered them, and they stood on their
feet, and terror struck those who saw them. Then
they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to
them, "Come up here." And they went up to
heaven in a cloud, while their enemies looked
on" (Rev. 71:7-12).
John describes an earthquake immediately fol-
lowing. I don't have to look very far to tell that
this part of the prophecy has not been fulfilled,
either. I don't remember anyone saying that a tenth
of Jerusalem collapsed in an earthquake recently,
much less seeing TV coverage of the resurrection
and ascension of two saints. But I won't be sur-
prised when it happens. Even the "mark of the
beast" is not a farfetched thing at all considering
the direction of today's economies.
What implications does this have for us? For me
it has been like John's confrontation with the angel
described at the end of chapter 10:
So I went to the angel and asked him to give me
the little scroll. He said to me, "Take it and eat
it. It will turn your stomach sour, but in your
mouth it will be as sweet as honey." I took the
little scroll from the angel's hand and ate it. It
tasted as sweet as honey in my mouth, but when
I had eaten it, my stomach turned sour.
The book describes the final, inevitable cataclys-
mic judgment of the world by God, in bold and
rather plain relief. The account is like those of
Moses and Lot and Noah, with the same directness
and particularity. Only this time it concems events
in the future, not in the past. But there is more to
'tr'he account is like those of l/loses and Lot and Noah,
with the sarne clirectness and particularity. Only this time
it concerrrs events in the future, not in the past"
how anyone who wants to harm them must die.
These men have power to shut up the sky so
that it will not rain during the time they are pro-
phesying; and they have power to tum the waters
into blood and to strike the earih with every kind
of plague as often as they tvant" (Rev. 11:5-6).
He continues:
Now when they have finished their testimony,
the beast that comes up from the Abyss will
attack them, and overpower.and kill them. Their
bodies will lie in the street of the great city,
which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt.
where also their Lord was crucified. For three
and a half days men from every people, tribe,
language arid nation vmllgaze on their bodies and
refuse them burial. The inhabitants of the earth
will gloat over them and will celebrate by send-
ing each other gifts, because these two prophets
had tormented those who live on the earth. But
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it than that: it also describes the advent of "new
heavens and a new earth" under the lordship of
Jesus Christ. This is the sweet part.
But what of premillennialism? What of the thou-
sand-year reign? This is part of what tums my
stomach sour about the Hal Lindsey-type reading
of the Revelation. If one reads the book through in
sequence, the way it was meant to be read, no idea
of a "pre-tribulation rapture" comes through. The
gxeater body of the book is concerned with de-
scribing the tribulation, which will be finalized by
the Lord's return to throw the Antichrist bodily
into the "lake of fire." Paul corresponds here by
his assurance, in 2 Thessalonians 2, that:
Conceming the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ
and our being gathered to him. . . that day will
not come until the rebellion occurs and the man
of lawlessness is revealed, the man doomed to
destruction. . whom the Lord Jesus will over-
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throw with the breath of his mouth and destroy
by the splendor of his coming (2 Thess. 2:1, 3, 8).
People are mistaken if they think the rapture is
going to come before the tribulation. In the other
outstanding place where Jesus mentions a "great
tribulation," Matthew 24, his whole point was to
say that it is going to be a "great distress, unequaled
from the beginning of the world until now-and
never to be equaled again. If those days had not
been cut short, no one would sutvive, but fot t}le
sake of the elect those days will be shortened." He
goes on to say that "Immediately after the distress
of those days," he will return for his elect. Bride-
elect, if you will. (If you will!) He even says, "See,
I have told you ahead of time." It's all right there
in Matthew 24. P.,ead the whole chapter; it'll do
you good-as they used to tell us at preacher school.
Following this "linear" or "sequential" reading
of Revelation, some more surprising things become
apparent: the "first resurrection," which takes place
when Jesus comes back, is a tesurrection of be-
lievers only. The rest of the dead do not come to
life until the thousand years are ended (20:a-6).
Whether the reign will take place on earth or in
heaven is the next question, and one might wonder
what the purpose of "meeting him in the air" is, if
the reign is to take place on earth-after all, this
globe will be a regular junkyard by then, anyway. I
am personally more inclined to conclude that the
thousand-year reign is the wedding feast of the
Lamb-the proverbial "pie in the sky"-stay as late
as you like. (But then again rrve see Satan organiz-
ing the nations for battle, surrounding "the camp
of God's people, the city he loves" [20:7-10].)
After the reign, this earth will be finally destroyed
and its people judged and rewarded variouslY, md
we will see the new heaven and new earth, crowned
by the descent of the new Jerusalem from heaven.
This is after t},e thousand-year reign; that's what
the book says if you read it sequentially, following
the continuity of the narrative. So a lot is ordained
to happen between now and then.
One of those things is the coming of the Anti-
christ-the "beast"-and his false prophet, who will
literally "perform miraculous signs on his behalf"
(Rev. 19:20; 13:11--18). I'd say that you can't tell
the players without a scorecard. To quote Paul
ag:ain, "And now you know what is holding him
back, so that he may be revealed at the proper time.
For the secret power of lawlessness is already at
work; but the one who holds it back will continue
to do so till he is taken out of the way. And then
the lawless one will be revealed. . ." (2 Thess. 2:
6-8). (I would especially recommend an examina-
tion of the section concerning Babylon [chapters
17-181 with attention to verse 18:21 and the re-
peated phrase "never agaitt," following.)
Of course, there is more. The main thing, how-
ever, is that the Revelation to John is also to us. \üe
are able to use his warnings and his exhortations to
help people find the Way. And if we tell them right
out of the Book, rffe can tell them, "Jesus sent us;
and he says,'Come'!" Eye has not seen, nor has ear
heard, what waits there for those who love him. t
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Howto Invite Phone Calls
That Will Drive You Cra zV
By NEIL GALLAGHER
You're a minister-a servant-and your door is
open to the hungry. Few enter. The doors of church
members are also open. Few enter.
You want to do more. You want to organize
your church to be a collective hunger-fighting force.
Good.
In the Yellow Pages, under your church name,
put "We're here to help. Call us."
I dare you.
A sweet Christian lady, the wife of a Nashville
doctor, showed me the church's work room. Thurs-
day morning, she said, the ladies gather for Bible
class, followed by a work session. They sew and
iron clothes. They sort and shelve groceries. They
still have the Bible class, she said, but no longer
the work session. I asked why.
"The storage room is full."
Not another dress would squeeze into the long
clothing racks. Not another pair of boy's jeans
would tuck into the nine overstuffed boxes.
"The pantry is full, too," she groaned. They
could gather the stuff easily enough, but they
weren't able to find anyone to give it to.
The woman was voicing a problem facing middle-
class churches. We're in the suburbs. The hungry
are in the inner city, rural slums, or wandering on a
distant, drought-baked desert.
We don't work with them, play with them, study
with them, or worship with them. We "drive over
them" as Michael Harrington said in his book, ?he
Other Arnerica.It is a problem both for the needy
and for those of us who want to help.
But again, I double-dare you to put that "We're-
Neíl Gallagher ís a freelance author, and preaching minister
for the Church of Chríst ín East Prouídence, Rhode Island.
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here-to-help" ad in the Yellow Pages. And to give a
twenty-four-hour telephone number. Now-have
you done that? Good. Get ready. Your phone will
ring. And your problem of surplus food and clothes
will melt. You'll be smacked with a new problem-
where can we get more food and clothes?
People who are hungrSz will start calling you
immediately. (They won't call just for food and
clothes. TheyÏ call to talk about the suicide urge
begging them to quaff too many Valiums. They'll
cry about king-size beer cans which control them.
They'll moan about their children who roam at
night . . . all that's another article.)
If they're Jewish, they'll call you instead of a
rabbi. If they're Catholic, they'll call you instead
of a priest. If they're Lutheran or Baptist or Church
of Christ, etc., they'll call you instead of a Lu-
theran, Baptist, or Church of Christ minister. If
they're atheists, they'll call you instead of the local
chapter of American Association of Atheists.
Why? Because you're the one shoving a helping
hand into theirs: "We're here to help. Call us.,,
They won't care about your denominational quirks.
They know you've got tough love. You obviously
care. That's why they call.
When they call, they'll be drunk, crying, begging
and desperate. They'll lie to you. They'll swear.
They'll speak fractured English..
They'll be dopeheads, prostitutes, abandoned
mothers, and scared children. Some will really be
hungry. Some will be hustling. Some will be look-
ing for God.
They'll call at 5 p.m. when you're eating supper,
at 11 p. m. when you and your mate are making
Iove. at 4 a. m. when vou're sleeping, and at I a, m,
while you're still asleep because of answering the
4 a. m. call. Once in awhile, they call during office
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hours.
The easy palt is delivering the grocer"ies. The hard
part is checking out the callers. Who needs food
and who doesn't? Harder yet is staying with those
who really do need help, ministering to their total
needs: spiritual, mental, and physical.
You hnow they've got deep needs.
When a person or family gets to the point of call-
ing a chttrch for groceries, that's only the ooze from
the infection. You've got to wipe away the ooze
and get to the cause of the infection.
And that's when individual members of a church
get involved. One at a time. There's no way a
preacher can do it by himself.
Listen to what I am going to tell you. If you
don't, you'll get discouraged and quit. You cannot
handle all the calls by yourself. Don't try.
A family calls for help. You tell them to wait
there (at the bus station, tenement, train station,
etc.,). Then you call Bill Smith, a college kid in
your congregation, or old Brother Johnson, or
Roger and Treena Mullen and say: "BiIl, a familyjust called. They need some help. They're down at
the bus station and need a place to stay and some-
thing to eat. Can you go dovrryr there with me?"
(Few can say "No.")
You alternate. Sometimes you take Bill, some-
times Brother Johnson, sometimes Roger and
Treena. Over several months you give "on-the-job"
trainingto all church members. Then you share that
twenty-four-hour number with several Christians.
(Up to this point, it's rung at your home or office
only.)
Here's how: a twenty-four-hour number is
hooked up to a recording machine in your home or
office. When someone calls, the recorded message
says, "We're here to help. And we're glad you called
us. Someone is waiting and willing to help you
right now. Please call 
--__-- 
(the numbet of
the person on call that day). If there's no answêr,
please call 
---* (an alternate number). We're
here to help. And we're glad you called. So please
call right now. That number is .=_--_--.- (repeat
the first number)."
This twenty-four-hour crisis-call service does
three things:
(1-) It feeds the hungry, \roârrns the cold, clothes
the ragged, and counsels the suicidaì.
(2) Ii dramatizes to the community the radical
love of Jesus Christ expressed through his church.
(3) It gets individual Christians involved not only
in feeding the hungry, but in personally befriending
a family. And staying with them. (Want to solve
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church quarrels? Get church members to feeding
people. It gives them worth, and wipes minutiae
from their brains.)
It's important that members stay with those
they've fed. Remember what Charles Colson said
in Born Again, about jail ministries: In general, pri-
soners trust neither clergymen nor Christians. The
reason, he said, is that we treat prisoners superfi-
cially. 
.When we do visit, we sr,voop into the tank,
say "Hi!" to a dozen or a hundred ptisoners and
make a lot of promises. "Yes, I'll call your mother
for you." "Yes, I'll check at the V. A. hospital and
see how your girl's doing." "I'Il call your lawyer
this afternoon and see if he talked to Marcello."
We're sincere when we tnake the promises. But
we don't keep them-not all of the time. How
could we? We spread ourselves so thin. So Colson
says that Christians should stick with one prisoner.
Make the phone calls for him. Visit his family. Take
his lçids to see the Sox or Vikings play. Like we
promised. One Christian staying with one prisoner
(multipìied many times over) restores trust and
greatly reduces the recidivist rate.
The same thing is true with the hungry. Those
who receive crisis calls should be prepared to adopt
the hungry family, ministering fo all their needs be-
fore they take on more calls. Don't jump from
family to family. Stay with one. See them through
euerything.
If you teach at a Christian college or work with
a church with many college students or with a
Christian social agency, arrange for young Chris-
tian men and women to líue with the hungry occa-
sionally. I say young Christians because they're
probably unmarried. Only unmarried people can
participate in this program. Husbands and wives,
fathers and mothers can house the hungry in their
homes. But they can't pack suitcases and leave in
order to live in the homes of the hungry. And they
should not be asked to. Young people often like
that sort of challenge-witness the success of the
Peace Corps.
Life magazine once told the story of Sheila, a
white college student who moved in with a krlack,
67-year-old widow on welfare in Akron, Ohio. At
first, both were naturally nervous. The widow's sis-
ter made a point of continuing to watch TV when
Sheila arrived. For awhile, Sheila filled in the polite
silence by playing with Jacqueline, a gtanddaughter.
Then she volunteered to rnake some cookies. As
Mrs. Bellarny, the widow, showed Sheila where
things were in the kitchen, the two began to open
up to each other. The visitor learned from the two
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women how they felt about their years of poverty,
age, and sickness. She realized she could do little
about the decrepit house and the steep stairs they
had to climb each night. But she would do what
she could.
For three days Sheila lavished attention on the
older women. She brushed their hair and rubbed
lotion on their arms. She patched up the cracks in
the window with tape. And when she left, there
\ryas a new bond between them all. "Sheila's depar-
ture was far more emotional than her arrival," the
report said (Life,May 26, L972).
Here's something else you can do: hold a church-
wide fast and a Third World Banquet. They give
Christians a chance to feel the plight of the hungry
and poor. Here's what we did: for four weeks in
October, the minister spoke on hunger. After the
second sermon, he challenged Christians to fast
sometime during the week and deposit the money
saved in the third Sunday's special collection to
feed the hungry.
On the fourth Sunday, he cooked a large pot of
cornmeal porridge. Following his sermon, he dis-
tributed paper cups and plastic spoons, asking mem-
bers-one at a time-to line up to get their "daily
meal." After everyone was served, the congregation
-at the same moment-ate their two tablespoonfuls
of daily bread, meditating on and experiencing the
crushing burden of the hungry.*
Enlist your church in the annual Naúlonal Day of
Prayer and Fasting, usually sponsored the Monday
of Thanksgiving week. The annual Senate resolution
proclaiming the National Day of Prayer and Fasting
says (in part) ". . . that Americans re-evaluate their
own life styles and seek to change their habits from
those of overconsumption to those of conservation."
It's healthy for a church to be collectively chal-
lenged to fight hunger. Like exercise, the more a
church strains and pulls together, the more it grows.
Church leaders who enlist Christians in hunger-
fighting programs help to feed the bodies of the
hungry and help to feed the spirits of the brethren.
Two final words:
Why does God permit hungry people in the first
place? That's the problem of suffering, too vast for
this article. But I can mention three things:
(1) There's enough food in the world now to
feed the hungrSr. Agronomists say so.
*Of course we had to admit that there was one differ-
ence between <¡ur two-tablespoonful meal and the hungry's.
Ours was uoluntary, and temporary.
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(2) God wants to get that food to the hungry.
(3) But he can't.
God works through sacrificial people ("for God
is at work in you to will and to work for his plea-
sure"-Philip. 2:L2-13). If people refuse to give
themselves and discipline themselves, allowing God's
generosity to flow through them, he's helpless.
A twenty-four-hour telephone line helps a family
of saints give themselves more completely to God.
And through them he feeds hungry people, heals
wounds of body and soul---and rescues hell-bent
slnners.
Sisters
We met at the door
The seruice was ouer
"Hou) are you dear?"
"Fine, just fine."
But that wasn't true.
I had a heartache.
The cross on top of the church whispered
"Yott're sisters. Open your heart and tell her."
But I could not.
I was afraid.
Perhaps she would tell someone
Or worse
Auoid me because of my misery.
The truth was harsher.
She lool¿ed so happy and content,
That's how we're supposed to look, isn't it?
She might haue thought I'd failed, was useak.
"Where is your faith?" she might haue said.
I couldn't haue stood that.
She squeezed my hand and leaned ouer
Whispered in my ear,
"I haue a problem.
Could I come and share it witlt you?"
Her courage lighted up darlz places,
And fanned the fires of trust
Long since banked.
-Van Chesney
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Wives, submit yourselves unto your own
husbands. For the husband is the head
of the wife, even as Christ is the head of
the church. . . therefore as the church is
subject unto Christ so let the wives be to
their own husbands in every thing. Hus'
bands, love your wives, even as Christ
also loved the church and gave himself
for it. . . that it should be holy and with'Submlsslon
Isnt Just arr
Old-Fashloned Idea
For many the word "submission" evokes a men-
tal image of a biblical injunction used by an ego-
centric, despotic husband to force his wife into
complying with his selfish desires. Or it may bring
to mind a timorous wife excusing her irresponsibil-
ity in the marital relationship, or exalting her posi-
tion from doormat to sanctified doormat.
Today, submission is being igrrored as an out-
dated cultural concept with no validity for modern
marriages, in which both partners may be equal
in education, earning ability, property ownership,
and legal rights. But in an age of soaring divorce
rates and crumbling family relationships, it is vital
that the Christian community return to the biblical
concept of submission.
Submission should be understood as more than
obedience. It is a voluntary yielding of will., porrrrer'
or authority with an attitude of humility. Coercion
can demand obedience, but only mutual respect
and love can create a relationship in which sub-
mission can properly be realized and enjoyed.
Submission is best illustrated in the life of Jesus
Christ ,who shared the glory of God but emptied
,himself and took the form of a servant; who,
though innocent, suffered insult and beatings and
humbled himself even unto death (Phit. 2:6-8). Yet
Jesus, in submitting to the will of the Father on
Calvary, was not resigned but victorious. He had a
purpose and a mission which made it possible for
him to transcend circumstances. Submission is not
for the weak, for it requires the faith to believe
that God will make all things work for good.
In a final dialogue with his closest friends, Jesus
Normø Lemley is an elementary teacher in Allentown,
Pennsyluania. A grøduate of Abilene Christían Uníuersity,
she also has the M.A. in Psychology from Colorado State
College.
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By NORMA J. LEMLEY
pointed to his own obedience to the Father, and
required that same submission from his disciples
(John L4:2I,23 15:L4). This was not a harsh com-
mand, for during his ministry Jesus had promised
blessings, honor, intimate relationship with him-
all in addition to eternal life.
Jesus' disciples, seeking to reproduce this Christ-
Iike quality in the lives of their converts, exhorted
them to be submissive (also translated "subject")
not only to God but to each other. Peter, who had
once protested when Jesus laid aside his garments
ar'ìd washed the feet of tþe disciples, advised us all
to gird ourselves with humility and to serve one
another (1 Pet. 5:5).
Paul congratulated the Corinthians on the sub-
mission with which they had welcomed Titus, indi-
cating that it was this attitude on their part which
had elicited geat affection for them from Titus (2
Cor. 7:15). Paul directed the Romans to be willing
for others to have credit and honor-certainly an
attitude of submission (Rom. 12:10). The Philip-
pians were instructed to do nothing out of selfish
motives, but in humility to count others better
than themselves. Moreover, they were to look not
only to their own interests but to the interests of
others (Phil. 2:3-4). At no point are Christians
called upon to be self-seeking, domineering, or
power-hungry.
The principle of submission, which applies to
every Christian, was applied to specific relation-
ships by both Peter and Paul. Christian slaves were
to be submissive to their masters in an entirely new
way (Eph. 5:9, etc.). There is a gteat difference in
grudgingly doing assigrred tasks at a minimal level,
and in performing not only the required service to
the best of one's ability but going beyond that
(Continued on page 12)
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erut blemish. So ought men to love their
wives as their own bodies. . . for we are
members of his body, of his flesh, and of
his bones. This is a great mystery: but I
speak concerning Christ and the church.
Nevertheless let every one of you in par-
ticular so love his wife as himself: and
the wife see that she reverence her hus-
band.- Ephesians 5 :22-23. MutuetrRe-
spect Is äMore
Reasonable Ïdeeï.
(1 Cor. 7:7) for defense against the local hardships
of A.D. 60. Yet, it is difficult to dismiss his hesita-
tions that the "incontinency" of husband and wife
sexually will give opportunity to Satan (1 Cor. 7:5).
Even more difficult an axiom to rightly divide
between eternal truth and historical necessity is
Paul's desire that the younger rvomen and widows
marry, otherwise in tlreir idleness posing the threat
of "wandering from house to house," being "tat-
tlers and busyboclies, speaking things they ought
not" (1 Tim. 5:14). The twentieth century has sta-
tistics to show that the almost half of the work
force which is female does not present perhaps as
much danger of having time to wander from house
to house as rvomen in what we call "Bible times."
Yet the writer of 1 Tirnothy reminds us that the
principle of his fear is not merely the distrust of
leisure. Whereas a widow "over threescore years,"
having been the wife of one man, is a safe rish (as-
suming she has lodged strangers, washed the saints'
feet, and "followed diligently every good work"),
the younger widows will marry again as a result of
having "waxed wanton against Christ," having cast
off their first faith (1 Tim, 5:9-19).
Even a generous attempt to search these passages
for an affirmation of the gentle respect for women
and marriage in Ephesians proves thought-provoh-
ing for those of us who seriously intend to take the
whole Bible for a guide. 'Ihe Ìreynote to many of
the verses on marriage seems not to be the ide¿l of
mutual reverencing, or even that the "marriage bed
is undefiled," but that husbands are through their
efforts to strive to present Christ blemishless com-
panions who, "if they will learn anything," will ask
By PAULA TYLËR
How easy it is to read these words from Ephe-
sians and draw from them not the principle of sub-
mission, as in the article by Norma Lemley, but
that of dignified and mutual respect between men
and women. The passage seems to address itself to
an ideal of Christian reciprocity in marriage-an
ideal which allows us to suggest that the Bible still
sets reasonable standards for men and women in
the twentieth century.
So poignant is the idea that woman is to be sac-
rificed for by man in the same way that Christ
labored for the church, that it might appear sacrile-
gious to depreciate a relationship that Paul could
dignify with such a metaphor. A Berean search of
the Scriptures, however, produces companion verses
on the situation of husband and wife which pose
problems even if sentimentally delivered. To fail to
confront these problerrs, or to assume that our sit-
uation is the same as Paul's, is to fail to deal ade-
quately with both the Bible and our world.
For one thing, Paul's warning that there will be
"trouble in the flesh" for those who marry (1 Cor.
?:28) is hard to lessen by a cheerful interpretation.
'More often than not this prediction of "pain and
grief" (New English Bible) is wistfully projected to
refer to some historical persecution which made
marriage cumbersome in Paul's time, but which,
like the gift of tongues and the power of laying on
of hands, has folded its tents like the Arabs and as
silently stolen away. Paul is often presumed to have
wanted others to be in a "state even as himself"
A high school English teacher, Paula T'yler ís also literary
ediLor uf Mission. Her l¿usburLd, Ron, is u member of lhe
journal's board of trustees.
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which is expected and doing so with joy. If the
master were a-lso Christian, it would be difficult
for the slave-master relationship not to completely
self-destruct in brotherhood.
Probably the best known and most frequently
used example of submission is in the marital rela-
tionship. At the time of Paul's writings, wives had
few legal rights and many were regarded as chattel.
Greek converts had been accustomed to a society
in which wives were kept for child-bearing and
housekeeping, while mistresses were kept for stim-
ulating intellectual discussions, public social com-
panionship, and friendship, as well as for the plea-
sures of the flesh (see Letha Scanzoni and Nancy
Hardesty, All We're Meant to Be, pp. 50-51). In
this kind of situation, wives might resort to trick-
ery, deceit, and an assortment of so-called feminine
wiles in order to gain any needed advantage. The
result of this could easily have been frustration, bit-
terness, and alienation. Christian wives, however,
were instructed to be submissive and obedient.
In Colossians 3:12-18, Paul describes the out-
ward expression of the Christian life as merciful in
action, kind-hearted, humble, accepting of life and
patient with one another, freely forgiving even as
we have been forgiven, and truly loving. He advises
letting the peace of Christ guide all decision-making.
He reminds us to be thankful and to let the teach-
ings of Christ dwell in us, doing all things in the
name of the Lord. In this context, he states, "Wives,
adapt yourselves to your husband, that is your
Christian duty. Husbands, give your wives much
love, never treat them harshly" (Phillips). This is
not a despot-doormat relationship that Paul de-
scribes, but a relationship in which two people,
tender-hearted and loving toward one another, seek
each other's greatest good.
Peter, in 1 Peter 2:18-3:7, recognizing the parti-
cular difficulties encountered by wives of unbeliev-
ing husbands, gave an example to those Christian
wives who would be submissive. He pointed to the
submission of Jesus Christ who, when insulted,
offered no insults in return; when suffering, made
no threats of revenge, but who committed his cause
to the One who judges fairly. Similarly, Christian
wives were called upon to commit their own causes
to God and to let the life of Christ dwell in them-
selves so completely that their unbelieving husbands
would be attracted to the living demonstration of
Christ even while being deaf to the word. Nothing
a woman could do to make herself attractive out-
wardly, nothing she could say, would affect her
husband so profoundly as Christ in her.
Ephesians 5:21-33 deals not only with submis-
sion but with the entire marital relationship. Mar-
riage originated in the heart of God-not simply
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for man's convenience or happiness but, as with
everything God created or ordained, to reveal him-
self and his purpose to us. The total and perfect
union of husband and wife is a living demonstra-
tion of how God desires to unite us totally and per-
fectly with himself. As a man leaves his father and
mother and cleaves to his wife, so Jesus left the
heavenly Father to be united with his church. Paul
seeks to explain this mystery as he relates the gr.ride-
lines for a Christian marriage.
The first principle, in verse 21, is that of mutual
submission. "Be subject to one another out of rev-
erence for Christ" (RSV). Rooted in reverence for
Christ, this concept flowers in respect for one an-
other. It fosters a relationship in which individual
competence can be realized and utilized, regardless
of which partner has the expertise (see Maxine Han-
cock, Loue, Honor and Be Free, pp,18-19).
In 1 Corinthians 7:3-5, Paul expressed this con-
cept of mutual submission in dealing with sex in
marriage:
The husband should give to his wife her conju-
gal rights, and likewise the wife to her husband.
For the wife does not rule over her own body,
but the husband does; likewise, the husband
does not rule over his own body, but the wife
does. Do not refuse one another except perhaps
by agreement for a season, that you may devote
yourselves to prayer; but then come together
again, lest Satan tempt you through lack of self
control. (RSV)
The second principle, in verses 22-24, is the vol-
untary submission of the wife:
Wives, be subject to your husbands as to the
Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife as
Christ is the head of the church, his body, and is
himself its Savior. As the church is subject to
Christ, so let wives also be subject in everything
to their husbands. (RSV)
Because each maniage is a unique combination,
a blending of two individuals unlike any other two
individuals in all the universe, it is quite impossible
to define and delineate how submission is to be
demonstrated in every relationship. Paul was wise
enough and kind enough to allow individuality in
application, so long as the principle is followed.
Submission is an attitude that permeates a// actions,
not a set of actions and responses independent of
the appropriate attitude.
This passage explains both how and why a wo-
man is to be submissive to her husband. It is some-
times twisted to say, "Wives, be subject to your
husband who is lord." But the text does not refer
to the rulership of a husband over a wife, but the
rulership or lordship of Jesus Christ in her life. How
is a wife to be submissive? As to the Lord. Those
who know the Lord intimately and share in his life
take great delight in serving him,.in pleasing him,
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and in doing his will. Paul instructs Christian wives
to voluntarily submit to their husbands as joyfully
as they voluntarily submit to the lordship of Jesus
Christ. The wife who submits to Jesus can be sub-
missive to her husband regardless of his disposition,
personality, or character, however disagreeable or
unfair.
In explaining why a woman is to be submissive,
Paul refers to the husband as her "head" just as
Christ is the head of the church. The concept of
head has changed over the centuries. Although we
think of the head, which houses the brain, as being
the seat of the intellect and emotion, biblical wri-
ters ascribed such activity to the heart. Although
we use the word "head" to describe a corporate
leader, the New Testament writers used head (keph-
ale) as "source, origin, or beginning." The head wasjoined to the body in a dynamic, living, glowing
unity. It is a one-flesh relationship, with the head
being the very source of life itself (A// lVe're Meant
to Be, pp. 30-31).
The third principle, the selflessness of the hus-
band, is touched on in headship and revealed more
completely in verses 25-3L. Paul, comparing the
husband's role to that of Christ in a one-flesh union
of head and body, points to the self-sacrificing role
of Jesus as Savior rather than to the rulership of
Jesus as Lord. A wife is to have reverence for her
husband, who gives of himself in many ways to
care for her. She is to be submissive to her husband
who is that source where her needs and desires are
met. (Using the original meaning of "head" makes
it clear why Paul would say that the husband is the
"head of the wife" rather than the "head of the
family." Both parents comprise the source of life
for children, meeting their needs and desires.)
Paul raises the marital relationship from a self'-
satisfying, erotic love to a self-sacrificing, spiritual
love. The love and respect a husband has for him-
self is extended to his wife. This assures that her
needs and desires, whether physical, mental, emo-
tional, or spiritual, are not neglected. The Christian
husband will at times give up his own will as did
Jesus in Gethsemane, for the sake of his bride. And,
like the bride of Christ, the wife will seek to make
herself attractive, even "spotless," for her husband.
Paul presents the Christian marriage as a total
union of two people who mutually delight in meet-
ing each other's needs, who mutually seek each
other's best interests and gleatest good. It is a union
of spirit, soul, and body in reverence and love, a
relationship comparable to a loving Christ and an
adoring church.
Submission was an integral part of the character
of Christ. He required it of his disciples in the first
century, and they sought to teach others the neces-
sity of submission in the Christian life. And sub-
mission, the humble yielding of self for the sake of
others, is still required of anyone, male or female,
who seeks to be remade in the image of Christ. t
MUTUAL RESPECT . . . (Continued from page 11 )
at home (1 Cor. 14:34-35).
The question that arises for the serious Bible
reader is how, in taking these injunctions literally,
one is to deal with the literal tone of suspicion and
concern for the female character. Why are women
forbidden to speak in the congtegation? If, as some
conservative scholars say, Priscilla taught in priuate
in the presence of Paul and/or Aquila, what long-
range, fine-line threat would she have posed speak-
ing in public? And would that threat hold for all
time? Why were women urged to marry, and men
not?
Many conscientious Christians claim that if the
Bible says a thing, it must be so; if it commands a
thing, we must obey. But I believe that, while
claiming this attitude, many of us have ameliorated
the difficulties of biblical interpretation by follow-
ing the literal, physical actions suggested in Scrip-
ture, while ignoring the kinds of philosophies these
actions represent.
Many women, for example, have no desire to
preach publicly, can easily forego being "freed" to
this complcx rcsponsibility, and therefore do not
consider the reflection on the character of women
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that underlies the supposedly simple command for
them to "be silent." It is hard to accept that be-
yond all mankind's punishment for sin, and the
biblical injunctions that all live a life of love, grace'
peace, and longsuffering, women must be aware of
additional limits to their characters and specific,
dangerous tendencies for which a parallel male list
does not exist.
In the past, many of these harsher scriptures have
been lumped under Paul's Christ-and-the-church
metaphor to take the indignity out of their appli-
cation. But this lumping of many difficult verses
under one beautifttl passage is an awkward bit of
footwork. And we might well shrink at reducing
the Bride of Christ metaphor to a Fascinating Wo-
manhood,ego-manipttlator symbol. Does the future
of God's chttrch depend on teaching women that
loving and nurturing their husbands means accept-
ing a separate role, a role of submission made beau-
tiful by its resemblance to the chttrch's submission
to Christ? Or is tl-rat an example of cornball theol-
ogy, like the old joke about the thief who told the
judgc that hc rvas follorving the biblical principle:
"Let him who stole, steal. .. ." Is it a theology of
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wordplay?
Let me suggest the kindest explanation that I
can devise for our temptation to call these scrip-
tures binding without fairly admitting the picture
they present. The premise that "human nature is
constant" enables us to urge the teachings of the
New Testament on a "lost and dying world." For
the teachings of Christ and the apostles to be uni-
versally applicable, some have adopted as biblical
principle the human corollary thqt the meanings of
Scripture do not change; and a subcorollary that
the Holy Spirit would not leave us at theological
sea to figure out much beyond the dictionary mean-
ing of the nouns and verbs. A scary labyrintli of
Iogic twists itself around and around, incorporating
as necessary inferences such non-biblical notions as
"All Scripture being inspired means it is all equally
important."
We also assume that the problems of the world
and the church will not only be like those of first
century Christians, but will be in similar propor-
tions of threat to God's plan. Perhaps it is time to
plug different-verses into this system, and suggest,
for example, that Christ's promise that his fol-
lowers will leaven the lump of the world foresha-
dowed a time when under the influence of decades
of Christian thought a4d practice, u¡oman would
actually have become of a different character. The
experience of the men and \ryomen I know does not
support the idea of sin by gender, of women tend-
ing more than men to gossip from house to house
and men more than women wanting to take bro-
thers to law or lusting in their hearts. Yet we have
said God is not the author of confusion. Perhaps
undiscovered truths are not necessarily new truth,
"another (and dangerous) gospel."
More and more, all Christians, not just women,
will discover truths that come from reading the pas-
sages written historically to men as though in the
fullness of time God intended those messages for
women also. The Bible will not become less truth-
ful or applicable to women merely because the life
situation of biblical women does not speak to all
women in history. Already, serious Christian wo-
men are finding messages from God that speak to
them in the complexities, isolation, and indepen-
dence of modern life. I do not expect a wholesale
falling by the wayside of the biblical tradition just
because present history is an unsettling time for
the sexes.
I grew up admiring women who found Christian-
ity a hopeful and sensitive lifestyle even though the
laws, virtually unopposed by churches ("true" or
otherwise), held that women could be legally pun-
ished for demurring from their husbands'rights to
their bodies. Is this really a more difficult time to
be a Christian woman? Er¡en more than by the
irony of having,this period referred to as a "ped-
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estal situation," I am struck by the force of Scrip-
ture that says that the easy, broad, and pleasant
way is not the one God has chosen for his people.
I can appreciate the graciousness of those who
would wish women to keep their "separate but
equal" pedestal without understanding upon what
scriptures this notion is based.
For years pulpits have thundered with condem-
nation of men who say, "I did nothing for the least
of these, thy children, because I was being a good
provider." It seems to me that the Bible equally
says "Come quickly" to the day when women will
cease to say, "Lust is only a man's problem," ot
"I'm not worried about philosophy-I'm just wor-
ried about what to teach the three-year-olds on
Wednesday night," or "My good works are the three
hot meals I serve my family each day."
When the serious rvoman begins to take a fresh
look at Scripture, it will not be to dismiss Paul as a
Jewish woman-hater, but "to see if these things are
so." At the close of his instructions on reverence
and submission, Paul speaks to the underlying prin-
ciple of his ideas, a principle he seems hesitant to
explain because, perhaps as in wilderness times, the
truth becomes simplified to the hardened of heart.
A new and rich study of Paul's message about
marriage might come from seeing his metaphor-his
"hidden secret," as some vetsions translate "great
mystery"--as something beyond his practical advice
of mutual compassion. We have learned so much
about what Scripture says about the church and
her relationship to Christ, it seems ironic to retain
our understanding of the metaphorical application
to marriage based on our movement's earliest ideas.
I believe Paul wanted us to search out the meat of
the mystery undreamt of in the Ephesian philoso-
phy, but inspired in his mind by the Holy Spirit.
In recent months Mission has asked readers to
state their dreams for the church. I, who was dis-
appointed in myself for not having an immediate
response even in my mind when I read this request,
now can honestly state a dream. I want to try to
move in my lifetime toward an understanding of
the mystery of marriage and the mystery of God's
love for the church.
I want to see the forwardness and individuality
of Esther, Ruth, and Debra given at least as much
mention as the skittishness of Sarah and the ambi-
guous experiences of Vashti, touted half for her
pagan modesty and half for her lack of obedience
to her husband. In my church lifetime, I want wo-
men to be warned that pedestals, like sin, can be
pleasant without being right, and that inheritors of
the promise are inheritors of more than a job de-
scription. I want the peace that comes from know-
ing that if we are not silent everywhere the Bible is
silent, at least we try to speak, fairly, e\¡erywheret
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the Bible speaks.
lnterpretctiorì, How
Mluch Diversity Ccn
Fellowship BeÕr?
By HOY LEDBETTER
It is axiomatic that people who pledge them-
selves to accept the Bible as their only rule of faith
and practice must sooner or later face the problem
of diverse opinions about what the Bible binds
upon them. Even those who claim that we must all
see the Bible alike find themselves distinguishing be-
tween essential and non-essential convictions, in
order to allow at least some diversity of interpre-
tation. Experience has taught us that nothing short
of the radical step of removing from the fellowship
those who hold unorthodox views will enable us to
maintain any semblance of unity within the church.
Although some extremists see such a drastic course
as a viable option, to more reasonable minds it ap-
pezus to be not only unbiblical but also grossly
inhumane. Surely our generation could have been
spared a great deal of heartbreak and embairass-
ment if we had all recognized that diversity of in-
terpretation is not only allowable in the church but
should be expected as the unfailing consequence of
people of studious habits tahing their Christian re-
sponsibility seriously"
The Bible is far from silent on the question of
how much diversity fellowship can stand. A parti-
cularly helpful passage is Romans L4:t-I5:7, from
which I want to point out sorne general principles
and then apply thern to a contemporary issue.
In Romans, Paul deals with two types of Chris-
Hoy Ledbetter is the editor of lntegrity, and preaching min-
iste.r at the Church of Christ ín Grand Blanc, .\,(ichigan.
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tians whose behavior constitutes a renunciation of
God's doctrine of justification. On the one hand is
the weak person, who, being bound by ideological
relics of his pre-Christian past-and perhaps in some
cases by unnecessary strictures inherited from other
Christians-has a conscience which constrains him
to abstain from eating meat and drinking wine and
requires him to regard one day above another. On
the other hand is the strong person, whose con-
science is so liberated that he can eat and drink
whatever he wants and can regard every day alihe.
Although the weah and the strong are far apart
in their interpretation of God's will, actually both
fall into the common trap of supposing that justifi-
cation issues from human achievement. The strong,
with his individualistic notion that his superior in-
sight gains for him a better standing with God, is
no less at variance with the biblical view of justifi-
cation than the weak, who strives for divine accept-
ance through legalistic preoccupation with food
and days.
Paul disposes of these opposing views by direct-
ing the Romans to an understanding of what is
really vital in religion. In so doing he makes it clear
that the correctness of one's interpretation of God's
will is not the basis of his acceptance with God,
and therefore should not be the basis of his accept-
ance among his fellow Christians. Although the
weak Christian in Romans is technically wrong,
since nothing is unclean of itself, he is not for that
-re¿ison ilry less a Ciirisliaii ílian i;iie oirc wllose iü-
terpretations are correct. This is not to say that
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being wrong is as good as being right; but it does
mean that diversity per se is no legitimate threat to
fellowship. Only when Christians, irt defiance of
God's will, feel compelled to straighten each other
out does fellowship give way to conformity.
However, one's acknowledgement of the fact
that diversity of interpretation is acceptable in the
church will depend upon his recognition of the
principles which Paul sets forth in Romans 14 and
15. In the first place, both the strong person's con-
tempt for the weak and the weak person's critical
judgment of the strong are ruled out by the princi-
ple that the one faith in the one Lord must be
worked out individually. Each one of us, and not
all of us together, shall give account of himself to
God. And the basis of God's judgment of the indi
vidual is his fundamental attitude toward God-
the basic reason he does what he does.
The weak brother, therefore, although he is
wrong in his interpretation of God's will for him,
will confidently stand before the Lord's judgment
because it is "for the Lord" that he abstains from
eating, and it is "for the Lord" that he observes
the day. The redeeming characteristic of his religi-
ous practice is not that he eats or does not eat cer-
tain foods, or that he observes or does not observe
certain days, but that he gives thanks to God. When
one gives thanks to God, his actions, even when
they are contrary to the teaching of the gospel (as
is the case with one whose conscience binds him
to observe the sabbath or to regulate his diet by
the law of Moses), are acceptable to God. Provided
that one's motive is correct-that is to say, if he has
this "eucharistic" attitude, the attitude of thanks-
giving, then there is an almost unlimited allowance
for diversity of interpretation of God's will.
B* that the motive is tremendously important
is underscored by Paul's imperative, "Let each man
be fully convinced in his own mind" (Rom. 14:5,
ASV). Another, and better, translation is: "Each
one must arrive at his own firm conviction." Whe-
ther or not a person acts from his own firm convic-
¡ion is the basis for judging the acceptability of his
religious action. If his action.does not ensue from
what he honestly believes is God's will for him,
then his life is not ruled by the Lord but by some-
one else. If, for instance, the weak person allows
the potential contempt of his liberated brother to
induce him to do anything that violates his con-
science, then the liberated brother, rather than the
Lord in heaven, becomes his lord. And that is some-
thing God will not allow.
Another principle which Paul lays down in Ro-
mans 14 has to do with the essential nature of right
religion. "For the kingdom of God," he says ih
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verse 1-4, "is not eating and drinking, but righteous-
ness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit." The
reign of God is not measured by whether or how
we eat or drink, but by whether and how we
maintain brotherly relations. Here again Paul's con-
cern is with one's basic attitude, and he has shifted
from one's attitude toward God to his attitude
toward his fellow Christians which is determined
by his attitude toward God. That the terms which
describe the reign of God-that is, righteousness
and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit-have to do
with the \May we treat each other is evidenced by
the succeeding verse which says that "he who in
this way serves Christ is acceptable to God and ap-
proved by men."
Therefore, "righteousness" here means that the
good of the other person is given priority, includ-
ing his right to arrive at his own firm conviction as
to what God's will for him is, without being sub-jected to pressure from his brethren. "Peace" is
more than the absence of strife, even more than
the avoiding of efforts to settle doubtful points; it
is the positive attempt to promote congenial rela-
tionships within the body. And "joy" is the result
of liberty in Christ, in which the sort of fellow-
ship is realized wherein we rejoice with those who
rejoice and weep with those who weep, and in
which everyone is freed from all servitude except
that which is to the Lord himself.
Under the lordship of Christ, fellowship is more
important than interpretation, treating each other
right is more valuable than being right, and ami-
cable relationships transcend the tendency of mere
men to 
. 
dispute diverse convictions. The correct
course, therefore, is not to press for conformity
but to "pursue the things which make for peace
and the building up of one another."
The root of every disruption of Christian fellow-
ship is the cardinal sin of selfishness, which Paul
attacks in Romans 16 I-2: "Now we who are
strong ought to bear the weaknesses of those with-
out strength and not just please ourselves. Let each
of us please his neighbor for his good, to his edifi-
cation." This pleasing of our neighbor is not to be
confused with necessarily accepting his interpreta-
tions of God's will, for in that case he would be-
come our lord instead of our brother. Rather, we
are to do that which contributes to his spirituality.
Specifically, this forbids us to place a stumbling
block before him by tempting him to do anything
that would violate his understanding of God's will.
It means that we maintain brotherly relations with
him while at the same time allowing him to live ac-
cording to his own firm convictions, no matter how
much they may vary from our own. His edification
will result from his experience of fellowship in
Christ, wherein he can know both God's love and
ours, rather than from arguments over interpreta-
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tion of Scripture. (lVorth noting is the fact that in
this context Paul never considers debate over the
issues a means of brotherly edification.)
But to serve Christ in this rvay, though pleasing
to God and approved by men, is no easy task. Weak
or legalistic brethren who criticize as sinners those
who merely enjoy the freedom to which Christ has
called them can be very hard to take' And the
strong are prone to regard the weak as sources of
ruin rather than servants of God. How can we tol-
erate people who, at least in our view, have bla-
tantly buried the fundamentals of the Christian
faith under a heap of hermeneutical technicalities?
This question is answered by the model Paul sets
before us in the next verse: "For even Christ did
not please himself; but as it is written, 'The re-
proaches of those who reproached thee fell upon
me,' " This quotation from Psalm 69:9 underscores
the fact that the tolerance to which we are called is
overshadowed by the much greater tolerance of
Christ.
T)
-!-aul follows this quotation with a statement
which is often quoted out of context, and which
is frequently regarded by commentators as a digtes-
sion in his argument: "For whatever was written in
earlier times was written for our instruction, that
through perseverance and the encouragement of
the scriptures v¡e might have hope" (Rom. L5:4).
I believe, however, that this is an important part of
Paul's argument. We are plagued by a constant in-
clination to try to take control of God's kingdom
in order to protect it from harmful elements. Con-
trary to his will, we extend our hand to stabilize
his tottering ark, to pull the weeds out of his wheat,
and to tug on the plant which he chooses to allow
to gtow of itself. The corrective to this doubt about
God is hope, which, in the New Testament, always
involves three elements: expectation for the future,
trust in God, and patient waiting.
Accordingly, if we are to have any confidence in
the future triumph of the church or even in its sur-
vival, if we ¿üe to trust in God to reign over his
body, and if we are to wait patiently while God
maintains what he has given, then we require per-
severance and encouragement.
Such perseverance and encou.ragement do not
depend upon our own determination and resources;
they come from God. This is why Paulprays, "Now
may the God who gives perseverance and encour-
agement grant you. . . o" Note the term "grant
you." The unanimity for which this prayer asks is
not something we achieve, but something God
gtants. May God grant you, he says, "to be of the
same mind with one another according to Christ
Jesus; thàt with one accord you may with one
voice glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
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Christ" (vs. ?).
The Greek adverb which is translated "with one
accord" in verse 6 "denotes the inner unity of a
gïoup of people engaged in an externally similar
action" (I'heological Dictionary of the New Testa-
ment, vol. V, pp. 185-186). The term "does not de-
note the personal sympathy of those participating,
but material interest in a specific action." Further,
it is a unity based on "an event which comes on a
group from without. and provohes a common
reaction. "
A New Testament illustration of this political
usage may be found in Acts 12:20. Herod "was
angry with the people of Tyre and Sidon; and with
one accord they came to him. . . asking for peace,
because their country was fed by the king's coun-
try," The phrase "with one accord" (homothuma-
cton) indicates, not that the people were of one
opinion in all respects, but that they took a speci-
fic action with unanimity, Iaying aside whatever
differences they may have had for the sake of the
superlative concern of making peace with Herod.
And they did it, not as a spontaneous display of to-
getherness, but because Herod's anger provoked
them to this reaction.
This word homothumadon is used frequently in
Acts to describe the unanimity of the early saints.
It shows how Christians can rise above whatever
differences of opinion may exist between them and
devote themselves to one all-important purpose.
The action they take in this frame of mind does
not result from a common inherent inclination, but
from God's prouocation As examples, God's dis-
play of saving power on Pentecost was followed by
the disciples' continuing "with one mind" in the
temple; the release of the apostles from prison re-
sulted in the community lifting up its voice "with
one accord" in prayet; and, after the death of An-
anias and Sapphira, when at the hands of the apos-
Ues many signs and wonders were taking place
among the people, "they were all with one accord
in Solomon's portico."
Another illustrative passage is in Acts 15. The
council at Jerusalem was under the burden of set-
tling the question of whether it was necessary to
circumcise the Gentiles and to direct them to ob-
serve the law of Moses. In the conventiona-l termin-
ology of today, the debate was over the "plan of
sa-lvatic¡n." The extremely diverse outlook of this
gathering is indicated by the fact that along with
Paul and Barnabas, who represented the liberal ele-
ment in the community, the Jerusalem fellowship
also included some believers who belonged to the
sect of the Pharisees. In the absence of God's pro-
vocation, it would be hard to find a situation less
conducive to unanimity among Christians.
But God was at work among them, enabling
them to arrive at the "one accotd" which PauI
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prays for in Romans 15:6. The apostles and elders,
with the whole church, sent a letter to the Gentiles
which stated in part, "it seemed good to us, høuing
become of one mind, to select men to send to you
. . . ," The "one mind" to which they came by the
process of rehearsing God's actions is expressed
once again by the Greek adverb homothumadon.
Such unanimity was not the result of a common
sympathy with each other's opinions, but arose
from what was to them a more important concem,
namely, reacting to the will of God. And they
reached this unanimity, not because they were in-
herently disposed to do so, but because God's gta-
cious action provoked them to it.
Meanwhile, back at Romans 15:6, the one voice
with which we glorify God is not consensus regard-
ing such matters as approved examples and neces-
sary inferences. It is rather a united acknowledg-
ment of the nature of the divine Being. Twice this
passage stresses that unity in diuersity is for the
glory of God. Tn my opinion, the frequency with
which the New Testament conjoins the ideas of
glory and unity is of considerable significance. This
is especially true in Christ's well-known prayer in
John 17. We glorify God by acknowledging the
divine reality, which \rye may do with a united voice
or a united life, the latter reflecting on earth the
oneness which characterizes heaven. At bottom, di-
vision over diversity is wrong because it interferes
with the church's participation in the divine mode
of being.
But let us apply the results of this discussion to
a contemporary issue--the role of women in the
church. We are faced with two questions. The first
is this: How far can we disagree on this subject and
still remain in fellowship with each other?
long as Paul's principles are followed, there
should really be no problem in maintaining fellow-
ship among people with diverse views regarding the
role of women. Paul requires that those who be-
lieve women should be silent in the assembly should.
not be viewed with contempt by those who feel
that they may participate freely in the public acti
vities. And those who hold that there should be no
sexual distinctions within the church must not bejudged by those who think otherwise. The only
pertinent question is: Has each one arrived at his
own firm conviction? As long as one assumes his
position because he honestly believes that is what
the Lord wants, he is to be received by all the
others, and not merely for the purpose of argu-
ment. For one side to force the other to conform
to its opinion would be a direct violation of the
rule that whatever is not of faith is sin.
Removing the opponent from the fellowship is
out of the question. There is a place for excommun-
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ication, but it is never in order for those who ac-
knowledge the lordship of Jesus. Those who engage
in immoral behavior cannot do so "to the Lord."
People whose ideas deny the Lord that bought
fhem can hardly say, "Jesus is Lord!" And secta¡-
ians who separate brethren by binding their own
convictions upon them and thereby making them-
selves lords over them deny God's right to be thejudge. We may properly stand aloof from such peo-
ple. But diversity over the role of ryomen in the
church does not fall into either of these categories,
since it entails no reluctance to recognize the reign
of God.
AttAL l much more difficult question to deal with on
the practical level is a second question: How can
those who believe that women can participate in
the public church functions implement that con-
viction without doing harm to those who think
otherwise?
First, we must distinguish between what uiolates
the conscience of another and what merely annoys
him. Otherwise the scruples of the weakest member
will always be the norm of the whole church.
But, as I know from experience, since I belong
to a church which does not practice sexual discrim-
ination, there are those who believe that they
violate God's will simply by attending a service
wherein something happens of which they do not
approve. It is not enough to say that this is a mis-
taken notion, for even that is a conviction which
other members have no right to press upon them.
As I see it, until greater unanimity is attained, the
solution to this problem is to maintain an atmos-
phere of brotherly love in which both the liberated
women and the restricted members can exercise
their right and responsibility of private judgment,
and in which, too, with the good will of all, provi-
sion can be made for varied and separate gatherings
which will conform to the convictions of both sides.
Within this framework, the liberated members,
who have the option of attending a service which
is regulated by the scruples of others, will not con-
demn those who are restricted by their conscience.
On the other hand, those who view female partici-
pation in the meetings as wrong, and for the sake
of conscience do not have the option of attending
such meetings, will not pass judgment upon those
who do attend them. Having arrived at Paul's con-
viction that the one faith must be worked out indi-
vidually, with the result that each one gives preem-
inence to the spiritual furtherance of his brother;
and having sufficiently recognized God's marvelous
provision for the salvation of his people, such a
church may with one accord and with one voice
glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.t
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THE HORSE, THE HOLY, AND THE INSAT\E
By ALLAN lt4cltllCOL
Equus, screenplay by Peter Schaffer, based on his
original stageplay. Directed by Sidney Lumet.
United Artists, L977. Main actors: Richard Burton
and Peter Firbh.
watch television, and in rebellion he
wouldn't read), we are not surprised
that Alan's belief system is unconven-
tional. He enten into a state of Diony-
sian primitivism and attempts to tran-
scend his horrid, mundane existence
through "communication" with horses.
This communication involves invoking
the only childhood memory of a vital
human sensation, and later is carried
on through frantic rides on horses at
night through which he tries to achieve
spiritual, sexual, and emotional one-
ness with some innate, primal force
which he believes rests within "Equus"(Latin for "horse"). The stable be-
comes his church, and his work with
the horses is his worship.
All of the primal intensity in the
film is contrasted beautifully with Dy-
sart, the modern priest of analysis,
whose search for oneness is barren and
antiseptic. His experience of "transcen-
dence" is limited 'to regular, directed
summer tours of Greece, where he
looks at relics of the gods of the past
in air-conditioned comfort. For Dysart
the vital spirit of a transcendent power
is dead. For Alan Strang it is alive-
albeit in a distorted form. The modern
dramatic theme that the only sane are
the insane (remember One Flew Ouer
the Cuchoo's Nesú) is invoked in a
powerful way, Strang, in all his strange-
ness, has come to the edge of a mighty
reality-transcendence. Dysart can only
be jealous of this fact.
The dramatic highpoint of the film
is a powerful viewing experience. In
the stable (his church) Alan finds him-
self engaged in a sexual act wherein he
believes he has outraged the holy-
Equus. This precipitates a demented
rage and the stabbing of the horses. It
is Alan's distorted cry that he has
touched the holy and he is unclean. He
has sensed the power of the transcen-
dent to claim and judge.
The failures of Dysart and Strang
to find transcendence makei0quus a
strong statement that all human at-
tempts to make sense of our existence
and redeem us are in the final analysis
doomed to futility. Strang's self-de-
struction should remind the Christian
that it is only through the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ that we not only
find transcendence, but also the restor-
ation of community with one another.
Alan did not find this reality, but
his frantic search reminds us of what
matters ultimately-to encounter the
Holy.
Those of us who were fortunate to
see the original stageplay of Equus on
Broadway have waited with consider-
able anticipation for the film version
of this powerful work. Even though
the film does not have the same visual
and emotional aura as the PlaY, we
may rejoice that Equus is now avail'
able to a wider audience. It is hoped
that the discussions about issues raised
when the play appeared originally in
the early 1970s may now be renewed.
As we will see, these issues are impor-
tant and should be pondered deeply
throughout the Christian community.
As others have noted, Equus is a
play about transcendence, or more pre-
cisely, the search for it in contempor-
ary, irreligious, secular society. The
theme of Equus is the theme which
haunts every thinking person: Where
andhow can I findand perceive eternal
reality in this transitory order? The
strength of. Equus is to raise this essen-
tial question in a unique, compelling
way. Its failure is that, aside from. ex-
posing a few false idols among today's
contemporary practitioners of mean-
ing, we are given only a very distorted
glimpse into the marvelous mystery of
transcendence.
The story of. Equus is bizarre, but
in its own way quite credible. A youth,
Alan Strang (Peter Firth) from a plea-
sant Hampshire village in England, has
been committed to an institution. His
deranged offense was to blind a num-
ber of horses by stabbing them in the
eyes. This act occurred while the boy
worked in a local stable as a easual
hand. Martin Dysart (Richard Burton),
the psychologist of the institution, is
assigned by a sensitive magistrate, Hes-
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ther Salomon, to the case.
The drama of the film comes with
the confrontation between Dysart and
Strang in the regular analysis sessions
at the institution. Strang really wants
to tell Dysart "the reason" for his ac'
tion. This reason emerges as rational
when Strang's patt€rn of reality is un-
ravelled. After a bond of trust is built
between the two, DYsart eventuallY
gets "the answers" he seeks-but only
after he is led through his own spiritual
crises and is brought üo see the shal'
lowness of his life and tl¡e inadequacies
of his own profession to deal with the
essential realities which Strang has en'
counteÌed.
As the film develops, ïrle see ühat
Strang's view of the world was shaped
essentially as a result of conflict with
his family. The father is an old Eng-
lish Socialist whose only passion is to
reverse the pious nonconformity of his
ancestors into hatred for religion. The
boy's mother is a religious fanatic, one
of the worst kind. Instead of commu-
nicating the idea of a holy and merci-
ful God, she places in Alan's bedroom
a grotesque picture of the suffering
Christ.
Thankfully, Alan finds this carica-
ture of ihe Christian faith as unhelpful
as his father's legacies. Schaffer is say-
ing that the youth in England today
are in a crisis. Both the religious and
secular heritages which are being trans-
mitted to the children are morallY
bankrupt. Similar parallels in society
are clearly present this side of the
Atlantic.
So Alan is left to his own wiles to
sort out his reality. Since he is semi-
literate (his father weuld not let him
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Those Moral Dilemmas
This is to acknowledge Mr. Bury's
contribution to Forum in the January
issue, commenting on my article, "The
Birth of a Defective Infant: A Moral
Dilemma" (November). While Mr. Bury
may be justified in citicizing me for
appealing to Joseph Fletcher for de-
fense of my position on this issue,
Fletcher's writings are helpful to those
of us who have to face this dilemma-
which is in sharp contrast to Mr. Bury's
contribution.
He may also be correct in accusing
us of playing God while making the
awesome decisions tve are called upon
to make in the newborn nursery for
these infants and their families. I can
assure Mr. Bury that we certainly do
not feel like God and would like not
to have to make such decisions. I must
admit I feel a little more like God when
I have made some decisions that have
resulted in a good life for other infants
and their families and which are clearly
sanctioned in the Bible. But I know
that I.have been created in His image,
and that my humanity involves mãk-
ing some decisions that are clearly bib-
lically approved, and others on which
the Bible is silent.
Doman Keele, M.D.
Dallas, Texas
Swing Back Home
As broadminded and tolerant as I
have tried to be over the years towards
Míssion, I must register my request for
your pendulum to swing back home.
The contrived theses of late are no
more enlightening to me than Carol
Burnett reruns. You have failed to meet
the "bottom line" demands of your
editorial policy statement of 1967.
I am not just being critical; that's
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all too easy and I've had my share of
it, but I do have strong feelings about
the uselessness of your present endeav-
ors. Your current satirical tripe makes
Gary Freeman seem like a pablum
pusher, in contrast. Give us back some
intellectual stimulation and spiritual
nourishment or fold up the project and
admit defeat. Whatever happened to
the moderate middle?
Steven Clark Goad
Lancaster, Ohio
Less Satire, Please
Enclosed is a check for a three-year
renewal, with hopes that the magazine
can have more helpful articles, instead
of so much criticism and satire, which
certainly does not show the spirit of
Christ. I almost didn't renew.
Marvin Kuehn
Dodge City, Kansas
Myopic View?
Though Michael Hall says some very
good things ("Îhe Inalienable Right of
Dissent," January issue), it seems that
he has a myopic view of church history
and the role that dissent played in it.
A small point, perhaps, but I think
it is important to be as correct as pos-
sible and not try to stretch (or falsify?)
the facts in order to prove a point. Hall
writes that "it \ryas a dangerous adven-
ture to translate the Bible in English.
Men like John Wycliffe lost their lives
doing so. Bishop Arundel, who con-
demned \{ycliffe in 7472, described
him. ., ."
Mr. Hall seems to say that Arundel
condemned Wycliffe at a trial, and that
Wycliffe was executed in 1412. Actu-
ally, he died in L384, of a stroke. Some
forty-four years later his body \üas ex-
humed and burned and his ashes thrown
into the Swift River; but I doubt thaü
at that time Wycliffe was too concerned
about it.
A little over a hundred years later
(1536), William Tyndale, a well-known
translator of the Bible, was executed.
J. A. Davis
Commerce, Texas
Love, With Dissent
My initial interest in Michael Hall's
article was mediocre, but rapidly pro.
gressed to admiration. It was beauti-
fully structured toward the Message,
i.e., Jesus Christ, i.e., Love.
I disagree with a little of the term-
inology. I believe that as a Christian I
have no rights-I should stand for what
is right but should not stand for my
rights. Therefore, I would not have
used the title "Inalienable Right of Dis-
sent," but something like "Lovingly
Speaking Out." But I witness to any-
one that the Spirit of God speaks to
me through written words such as these.
Doug Cheaney
Bismarck, Missouri
Male Usurpers?
In the last two issues of. Mission two
male writers have discussed women in
the Church of Christ. I wonder why
neither quoted Paul's "neither male
nor female, . .but all one in Christ."
Is this true in the Church of Christ to-
day? Are church leaders worried about
not carrying out the Bible teaching on
thissubject? I have attended church for
over fifty years and I have never heard
any sermon, any explanation, or anY
attempt to make the two one in Christ.
Is it true that "your sons and daugh-
ten will prophesy" (Acts 2:L7)? What
is the Church of Christ doing to carry
this out? First Corinthians 1L:5 shows
that women did pray and prophesy in
the first century. If Mary chose the
better part today, would the Church of
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Christ see that it was not taken from
her?
Bible commands concerning foot-
washing, greeting one another with a
holy kiss, and confessing sins to each
other cause no anxiety; but even the
liberal writers for Míssion imply ihat
perhaps the women should be veiled.
Why are only commands against
women to be enforced to the letter?
Could it be that the true usurpers of
authority, the ones who lord it over
others, are male?
Annie \{oodbridge
Carbondale, Illinois
P.S.-Have you ever noticed that 99
percent of the jokes told by preachers
have women as the butt?
After Audacity, Futility
læonard Allen's "'Ihe Audacity of
Preaching" (November issue) was the
first article, book, song, movie, or ser-
mon that has stimulated me in many
moons. I realize that this may be due
to my own stupidity, but I rather be-
lieve it is due io futility-a futility that
is on the verge of apaihy.
I once had the audacity to preach.
I am now plagued with a kind of futil-
ity that comes when you're not sure
you have any answers. My audacity
was implanted and nurtured at one of
our Christian colleges. I was given all
the answers to the great issues, from a
correct description of God himself to
all details concerning the horrors of an
instrument in worship to God.
It took about ten years for the au,
dacity to get stomped out of me, the
hard way. But alas, certain other things
went with it-faith, hope, concern, op-
timism, and a few other little niceties
that are fairly importanl to a man of
the cloth. One day I woke up and the
feeling was wrong-the gutJevel feeling
that it talçes to withstand the machine
known as "the brotherhood."
So, audacity has been replaced with
futility, I don't see things changing. Ev-
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erything stays about the same. \Uords,
words, words, fancy educated words,
words put together neatly and with
expertise, but after all, just words.
And words, even Mission words, don't
change anything out here in "the field."
I wish I could regain some of that
good ol' ignorant audacity and arro-
gance, and the easy answers that sent
everyone home happy. Ai least then
we could watch Si. Louis and Wash-
ington in comfort. But no way. I had
to go and read too many books that
raised too many questions, that forced
me to admit that God is so much more
than any of us comprehend that my
audacity or futility doesn't make a
whole lot of difference anyway.
Make any sense? No, of course not.
But I feel better and now it's time for
lunch.
Grady James Robinson
St. touis, Missouri
Stay with the Scriptures
Since the matter of emphasizing
God's word was raised in a recent let-
ter (February issue), allow me to per-
sonally commend Míssion for having
been "guilty" of asking repeatedly,
"What do the Scriptures say?" I work
with the "Independent" congregations
and we sincerely and frequently ask
the same question. I hope none of us
ever cease elevating the will of God as
revealed in the word. That we some-
times see it differently must surely be
no reason to diminish its role in com-
municating to us the will of the Crea-
tor, a role the Creator himself assigned.
Without the Bible's instruction, we
can't know the "loving thing to do."
If we knew, or could know, apari from
God's word, what could 2 Timothy 3:
16 mean? Precisely because the Scrip-
tures point to Christ must we retain
our commitment to l¡e concerned and
responsive to what they say.
Keep on searching the Scriptures
and sharing the treasure.
Rod Farthing
Irving, Texas
False Arguments?
In the article on baptism (February
issue), John McRay makes an oft-re-
peated assertion that is no less a fallacy
despite its popularity among Church of
Christ ministers.
He says that o'every case of indivi"
dual conversion described in the book
of Acts includes immersion in water"
(page 15), then mentions five cases.
In my own examination of the book
of Acts, I find twenty-nine instances
of conversion, only nine of which men-
tion baptism.
The obvious implication of Mr.
McRay's assertion is that "every case"
supports the importance of baptism in
conversion. But if this presumption is
valid, then it appears that baptism is
not as important as he implies,foritis
nof mentioned more often than it is
mentionetl.
But Mr. McRay is in greater error
near the end of his article where he
broadens his assertion to include even
the four gospels as he says that "No
case of conversion in the new Testa-
ment is without it" (baptism)^ This is
even more ridiculous when one reads
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The
book of John, which was written to
lead men to life in Christ (John 20:31),
does not conùain a single instance of
baptism in a "case of conversion."
If repetiiion will transform an asser-
tion into truth, then Mr. McRay and
other Church of Christ ministers are on
safe ground. But if the New Testament
is our standard of truth, then I suggest
he give this matter another study, put'
ting aside tris bias for "Restoration"
theology on baptismal remission.
Bob L. Ross
Pasadena, Texas
(Editor's Note-Mr. lloss ¿s the author
of two booltlets on this subject: "The
Hßtory and Heresy of Campbellism,"
[$2], and "Acts 2:38 and Baptismal
Remíssion," [$t.SO1 . They may be or-
dered from Pilgrim Publications, Box
66, Pasadena" Texøs 77501,)
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A VISIOTU
OF THE CHURCH
Like the apostle Paul, I've never put too
much stock in visions as a touchstone of faith-
fulness (Col. 2:18). Yet, privately, Paul had
had his share;and they served to invigorate his
perception of his present and future role in
the kingdom. Thus, he says, "I will go on to
visions and revelations from the Lord." I
would like to take some of those visions, and
those of other biblical writers, and interweave
them into my own dreams of what God might
do with his church.
Now a word was brought to me stealthily,
my eff received the whisper of it. Amid thoughts
from visions of the night, when deep sleep falls
on men, dread came upon me, and trembling,
which made all my bones shake. A spirit glided
past my face; the hair of my flesh stood up. It
stood still, but I could not discem its appear-
ance. A form was before my eyes; there was
silence, then I heard a voice: "\,Vrite the future
of the church as you would have it to be!"
And I saw in the right hand of him who was
seated on the throne a scroll written within
and on the back, sealed with seven seals; and I
saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud
voice, "Who is worthy to open the scroll and
break its seals?" And no one in heaven or on
earth or under the earth was able to open the
scroll or to look into it, and I wept much that
no one was found worthy to open the scroll.
Then one of the elders said to me, "Weep not;
lo, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of
David, has conquered, so that he can open the
scroll and its seven seals." And I was sorrowful,
and I was glad that the vision of the church
will be finally entrusted only to him before
whom all things are open. And yet I dreamed . . . .
And when the first seal of my o\iln scroll was
opened, I saw that it was a vision of the church
as a conlrnunity of louers, each one esteeming
the other more highly than himself. And he
who was named "elder" did not vie for power
with him who was named "deacon"; but they
said rather, "Let us then pursue what makes
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for peace and for mutual upbuilding. For there
are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and
there are varieties of sewice, but the same Lord,
that there may be no discord in the body, but
that the members may have the same care for
one another." And in the vision I saw that when
one member suffered, afl suffered together; and
when one member was honored, all rejoiced;
and the TV sets and other bariers that keep
the nations from entering into intimate com-
munity were not allowed to overwhelm them,
for they loved each other enough to tear down
walls and build bridges.
And the vision of the second seal found the
believers gathered for worship, to praise the
Lamb slain before the foundation of the world.
For He was slain for them and by his blood he
redeemed them and made them to be a kingdom
of priests . . . And their praise was . . . well,
fairly high church and formal . . . And some
among the young said, o'Behold we are not
nourished by your solemn convocation; we
would that our assemblies were more free-form
and spontaneous, filled with the joy of the
Lord and of his Spirit." And the elders trem-
bled, knowing that where two or three are
gathered together there are four opinions, in
our fellowship. But behold the love of one mem-
ber for the other was strong enough to con-
tain both opinions in one body; and he who
loved dimmed lights and formal readings made
a place for him who would clap his hands and
who brought with him his own song of joy, or
his own words of confession. And the elders
saw the love and harmony and toleration-
and they fell down and worshiped (and felt
that the end must be near).
And when the vision of the third seal was
opened, I saw that the body of believers saw
themselves as seruants. Because the Lamb had
laid down his life for them, they dedicated
their own lives to the service of others. And
one among them cried out "But tend to me!
For I am in bondage to the demon called 'sub-
urban neurosis,'and I want to sit here and
gaze at, my navel." And the community sur-
rounded him who was stricken with the demon,
and loved him, but urged him to take up his
bed of affliction and walk to the bed of an-
other, more sorely affticted; and lo, in the
healing of him with the \ryorse disease, the hurt
of him with the lesser disease \ryas taken away
also. And together the people could then hear
the voice of the Lord, "I have called you in
righteousness, I have taken you by the hand
and kept you; (and in tum) I have given you
as a covenant to the people, a light to the
nations, to open the eyes that are blind, to
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bring out the prisoners from the dungeon;
therefore let justice roll down like waters, and
righteousness in an everflowing stream."
And at some of their meetings, the people
would tell how God had used them to bring
justice and.mercy and truth and healing; and
the assemblies grew because of what was going
on in the lives of the members, and because
many were emboldened to enter the lives of
others and to sewe, by the testimony that God
was at work among them.
And when the fourth seal was opened, the
family of God was seen to be upholding the
hands of him who stood before them and
preached the Word. And some were reluctant
to hold his hands up very high, because verily
they contained a gleat Book; and they recalted
the times when proclaimers of the Book had
thrown the book at them, and they were afraid
because the higher the Book was raised the
harder it could fall. And others were afraid of
the rebuke in the Book which they knew
judged their most secret sins. But lo, he who
proclaimed the Word confessed his own sins,
and stood as a prophet amidst the people, in-
stead of above them; and when the Word
rebuked them all, they thought no ill of him
who proclaimed the Word, but rather esteemed
him more highly for his work's sake. And they
grew to say that humbling themselves before
the \ilord of the Lamb was a source of power
and strength, for He had promised them, "My
glace is sufficient for you, for my power is
made perfect in weakness"; and again, o'Blessed
are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven."
And when the fifth seal was opened, the
people of God were found to be opening the
bool¿s. And the books were called the Book of
the llord and the Booh of the World. And they
devoted themselves to the study of borh books,
for their God had created them both, and had
made the minds of the people so that it was
not a shame for them to use their minds in the
study of the books. And when the sayings in
the books were hard sayings, the believers
feared not to ask hard questions. And he who
was puzzled and perplexed was encouraged to
express his doubts and fears, and the congrega-
tion did not put him out of their midst, but
drew even closer around him and held him up
in their own strength. And one asked a believer
if his years of study had finally enabled him
to grasp the Book of the Word; and he answered
and said, "Nay, but verily a better thing has
happened: the Word has finally grasped me."
And the vision of the sixth seal followed the
reading of the Books, for the people had
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learned in the Book of the World that there
were lands where the Word was not known.
Already, by the power of the Holy Spirit, from
Jerusalem and as far round as Illyricum they
had fully preached the gospel of Christ; and it
was their ambition to preach the gospel where
Christ had not already been named, lest they
build on another man's foundation. For some
had been made sick unto death of the notion of
missionary work, because it consisted mainly
of arguing with other Christians who happened
to live beyond the seas. And they had heard
glowing reports of hundreds of converts, only
to learn later that they were reports of some-
one who had done a gteat work among the
Presbyterians instead of the pagans.
But a new spirit sprang up among the be-
lievers; and they looked beyond their land,
where some groped under the spell of evil
spirits; and oppressed each man his brother
out of hatred and fear; and the family sent
out those who were filled with the spirit of
God, to conquer evil; and the spirit of love to
conquer hate; and the spirit of courage to
conquer fear. And, having rediscovered the
true gospel of peace they did not shun from
declaring it to the ends of the earth. And, lo,
some from pagan lands in turn shared their
new faith with the believers; and the one
could not tell who had more richly blessed
the other. And the word of God multiplied
seventy times seven.
And at the opening of the seventh seal, I
heard a voice as the voice of many waters,
crying "Come! Who can testify to the work of
my people? For their time has. come to an end."
And one Cyprian, whose hair was white, came
from the past, proclaiming it also as the future,
for both tryere as one before whom the earth
and time and every mountain passed away. And
the one called Cyprian wrote in an epistle to hi¡
friend Donatus, this testimony of the Christians:
"This seems a cheerful world, Donatus, when
I view it from this fair garden under the shadow
of these vines. But if I climb some great moun-
tain and look out over the wide lands, you
know very well what I would see-brigands on
the roads, pirates on the high seas, in the amphi-
theatres, men murdering each other to please
applauding crowds; under all roofs, misery and
selfishness. It is really a bad world, Donatus,
an incredibly bad world. Yet, in the midst of
it, I have found a quiet and holy people. They
have discovered a joy which is a thousand
times better than any pleasure of this sinful
life. They are despised and persecuted, but
they care not. These people, Donatus, are the
Christians, and I am one of them." 
-RD
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COMING NEXT MONTH
Michael Hall reports on the source of many of
'our' best ideas about fast-growing churches, in an
article called 'A Visit to the Largest Church in
the World (And Guess Who I Saw!)'
ln 'Renewal in the Pulpit,' Bill Love warns
against the sort of knowledge that just 'puffs up.'
And Dave Wimbish plays one straight in
a report on Ruth carter stapleton's
'inner healing.'
